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LAGOS, Nigeria, July 2 (AFP) – Many Nigerian professionals who grew up, studied and worked
abroad are returning to career opportunities back home in a trend that has gathered pace with
the global economic crisis.

And some specialists say now-democratic Nigeria, still battling corruption, crime and pockets of
armed militancy, will reap the benefits.

Yvonne Emordi-Njideka, 37, made the jump eight months ago. With a background in Silicon
Valley then in financial products in San Francisco she walked into a strategic development job
at the Nigerian Stock Exchange.

Even though the economic crisis has had an impact on Nigeria's economy "the opportunities are
here for sure," said the tall, slim woman sipping tea in a Lagos boutique hotel and sounding and
looking like an American executive.

After a childhood in Ghana, secondary school in Switzerland and 20 years in the United States,
Yvonne -- who said she was tired of US politics -- settled in Lagos. She wanted to be closer to
her now-widowed mother and scout the job market.
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It was a radical change, and not an easy one initially. In this megacity of 15 to 18 million people,
she had to get used to regular power cuts, crime and water shortages.

"We've just changed some of our water tanks .. In the US you don't think about water tanks, the
city supplies you with water!" she exclaimed. "It's been quite an adjustment."

Yet she does not regret her choice.

"Now that everything is falling into place, I am happy I moved back. A lot of my friends in the US
don't have jobs anymore. When it comes to your career or earning a living, I am a lot better off
here right now for sure".

An estimated eight million Nigerians have settled abroad, with more than three million in the US
alone and many others in Europe, notably Britain, said Adike Dabiri-Erewa, who heads the
House of Representatives standing Committee on the Diaspora.

Though she gave no figure, she said the number of "repats", as the returnees are called, has
been on the rise for the past four years.

"Some see there are also opportunities in this country and that not everything is the way it has
been depicted," she said.

Accountant Olly Olateru-Olagbegi, who left Nigeria at eight years old, came back after 24 years
in Britian.

Following long years of military rule, Nigeria, a major oil producer where a large section of the
population is unemployed, now has a democratic government and has reached a level of
development and stability that makes coming home a viable option for young graduates from
the diaspora, he said.
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Last November, Olateru-Olagbegi left the comfort of his London existence and a job in venture
capital to try his luck in his homeland, quickly landing a job with a private equity company.

Nigeria "still has a long way to go" but the signs of change are clear, he said, "from tiny things
like traffic lights to ... the level of foreign direct investment".

Moving back has been "by no means a stroll in the park, there are a lot of problems here, like
the electricity for example. But this was giving me an opportunity to be part in something that is
happening," he told AFP.

Ade Odutola, who heads WazobiaJobs.com , a recruitment website, estimates that thousands
of Nigerians with significant professional experience abroad have returned home over the past
five years.

Both he and Dabiri-Erewa said the global financial crisis, with mass layoffs and lack of job
security, has heightened the trend in the past year or so.

Some "repats" are looking for a career boost, knowing it will be easier to get top jobs in Nigeria
with their qualifications and experience, according to Odutola. These can be found mainly in
banking, oil and gas, telecommunications and the public sector.

"Several companies in Nigeria have returnees in key strategic positions," he said. And while
many "repats" may not make as much as they would abroad, "most feel the quality of life is
better because the average cost of living is less."

Advantages go both ways, noted Odutola. Not only do "repats" cost less than expatriates for
Nigerian firms, but "Nigerian businesses are benefitting tremendously from the knowledge and
experience of these returnees in the form of international best practices, revenue generating
ideas, etc."
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The "repats" are also injecting a new entrepreneurial spirit into the country, he said.

"There are lots of things that we have access to or exposure to overseas that you don't have
here. With the rising middle class and a lot of people coming back," there are a lot of investment
opportunities, said Emordi-Njideka.

One who spotted a niche is Temi Ogunsanya, 30. After living most of her life in Britain and
working in law and public relations, she set up a line of fashion accessories when she saw that
top-of-the-range handbags from abroad were selling in Nigeria but there was "a gap in the
market for anything made in Africa, using African materials".

"That's what encouraged me to come," said Ogunsanya, who now lives between Lagos and
San Francisco where she also sells her Nigerian-made products.

Though her start-up has been a success in Nigeria, she has no plans to move back full-time
thanks to what she calls never-ending logistical challenges of everyday life in Lagos.

"California is great because it's a very easy way of life ... and I love Nigeria because it's home,"
she said. (END/2009)

Впрочем, как и &quot; Dragon naturallyspeaking скачать &quot;большая часть таких
существ, наделенных какими-нибудь &quot;
Сделать чертеж онлайн
&quot;необычайными свойствами, она являлась скорее предметом всяких
фантастических &quot;
Новая книга марининой читать
&quot;небылиц, нежели реальной истории естествознания.

Я же экстрасенс, мягко, как ребенку, &quot; Скачать азбуку безопасности смешариков
скачать
&quot;втолковала.
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Он, правда, &quot; Капитанская книгу дочка скачать &quot;вынослив и хорош для
больших переездов, поэтому я и еду на нем &quot;
Остров скачать музыку
&quot;сейчас я &quot;
Скачать программы для взлома яндекс деньги
&quot;возвращаюсь домой на Рио-Гранде.

Какой-то невидимый во тьме демон завопил.

Что-то рыжее и пушистое &quot; Скачать на телефон мадагаскар &quot;прыгнуло на
меня с такого же рыжего &quot;
Игра симс 1 скачать на телефон
&quot;ствола сбоку.

Но мне кажется, что вы недостаточно &quot; Фейк для вконтакте скачать &quot;понимае
те суть проблемы, и потому видите все в превратном свете.
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